
Shock and Consent in a Feminist Avant-Garde:

Kathleen Hanna Reads Kathy Acker

I n the final essay in her collection The Empathy Exams, Leslie Jamison

asks: “How do we represent female pain without producing a culture

in which this pain has been fetishized to the point of fantasy or imper-

ative?” (2014, 212–13). Exploring this impasse in the representation of

female woundedness, Jamison suggests that female pain is both attractive

and revolting, a source of pride and a source of shame. Shaped by aesthetic

norms that take male suffering more seriously than female suffering and

by a social world in which female pain is quotidian and often dismissed, any

attempt to represent woundedness risks either reifying the social norms

that wound women or falling short of aesthetic standards for profundity and

value. Jamison’s GrandUnified Theory of Female Pain wrestles with contem-

porary questions about representing vulnerability and violation, building on

the work of earlier feminist writers. One such writer is Kathy Acker, who

brings an avant-garde approach to the politics of representing female suf-

fering. An inheritor to Acker’s punk feminist writing, the riot grrrl activist

and lead singer of Bikini Kill, KathleenHanna, also explored the question of

female woundedness through shocking representations of sexual violence at

a period when antirape and antipornography activism made consent a key

term in defining sexual violation. By tracing a lineage between Acker’s

(1978) novelBlood andGuts inHigh School andHanna’s riot grrrl writing, I

argue that this feminist avant-garde formation deployed pornographic de-

pictions of sexual violence to elicit a modified form of shock that often left

readers feeling violated or wounded themselves.

Representing female pain in experimental form, these writers developed

an aesthetic of shock that stood as a counterpoint to the ostensibly stable

relationship between the symbolic violence of pornography and real-world

violence against women. Through genealogical, aesthetic, and political af-

finities, this feminist avant-garde offers an alternative vision of pleasure and

danger that depicts sexual violence in order to assault readers and provoke
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a complex range of affective responses. In particular, an aesthetics of col-

lage, confession, and fragmentation, employed to elicit shock, reflects crit-

ically on the limited notion of victimhood and, indeed, on a feminine identity

itself that underwrites sex-negative critiques of rape culture and pornog-

raphy. The texts I examine complicate the concept of consent and dem-

onstrate how artistic spaces can allow writers and readers to work through

complex, contradictory emotional responses to sexual violence. Acker has

explained that she set out to shock with Blood and Guts, and her nonlin-

ear narrative of incest, rape, prostitution, and death does so at the levels

of form and content (Henke 2008, 98). Indeed, many of Acker’s critics

credit her with using formal techniques to yank readers out of compla-

cency, highlighting everyday forms of violence that are often not even rec-

ognized at all, let alone as acts of violence, in a patriarchal culture.1

Another surprising effect of Acker’s use of shocking violence, how-

ever, is the way it has influenced riot grrrl aesthetics through an affective

linkage characterized by recognition, connection, and love. In contrast to

a more traditional avant-garde understanding of shock, I offer an alternate

view of shock as characterized not by a numbing or foreclosing of audi-

ence response but instead by an ethic of identification and attachment

that forms the foundation of community, here the riot grrrl community.

As both a private experience of reading and a communal experience of ac-

knowledging pervasive gendered violence, this feminist aesthetic of shock

does not foreclose other kinds of emotional engagement but encourages

a wide array of reactions. This avant-garde formation,moreover, anticipates

our current debates about sexual violence by sidestepping a legal frame-

work of sexual consent in favor of an aesthetic and affective framework

of articulating violation and “bad” victimhood.

What is usually termed the historical or classical avant-garde of the early

twentieth century is characterized by an antagonistic relationship to in-

stitutions, a vexed relationship to time, and a vision of shock that repels,

shuts down, horrifies, or erases an audience’s emotional engagement. The

avant-garde is thus characterized by an exploration of taboo content and

formal experimentation that is designed to shock audiences out of their

bourgeois complacency. Such a conception of shock implies that avant-

gardes by definition cease to be avant-gardes when they are incorporated

into museums, libraries, and classrooms.

Yet if we look to the punk feminist avant-gardes of Acker and Hanna, a

different vision of shock takes shape. For this brand of the avant-garde,

shock can withstand institutionalization, is stretched over time, and can

effect audience recognition, identification, and pleasure. As I explore be-

1 See Friedman (1989), Milletti (2004), Huppatz (2007), and Sweet (2009).
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low, Acker and Hanna’s avant-garde aesthetics are designed to shock au-

diences, but they do not fail when audiences cease to be shocked. Instead,

shock provides an entry point into multiple responses, which can include

recognition, joy, and love. Such “softer” emotions change our view of

the avant-garde by reframing the relationship between artist and audience

and widening our sense of how an avant-garde aesthetic encourages af-

fect. By foregrounding these “feminine” affects, a punk feminist avant-

garde reimagines the ways art can violate viewers: these softer shock ef-

fects—recognition of one’s own experience in a representation of incest,

or a feeling of love that grows out of literature that encourages anger—
may have positive valences, but they nevertheless emerge from a masochistic

or otherwise violent relationship between reader and text.

Writing about feminist theory in the wake of the “affective turn,” Clare

Hemmings explains that affective conversion is central to feminism’s po-

litical interventions. Hemmings describes her own experience of reject-

ing feminism as a young woman and, through the “affective dissonance”

of seeing how her own sense of herself was discordant with the limita-

tions of a sexist world (2012, 148), coming into feminism through rage

(150). Through an exploration of Elspeth Probyn’s (1993) work on “fem-

inist reflexivity,” Hemmings makes the case that affect “gives feminism

its life” because it can make sense of the disjunction between ontology and

epistemology (2012, 150). Grounded in the body, affect can mobilize fem-

inist politics because it disorients, realigns, or conflicts with familiar, sexist

worldviews. “Politics” she writes, “can be characterized as that which moves

us, rather than that which affirms what we already know” (151). If affective

conversion is central to feminist identification and epistemology, then a key

question arises: How does feminist art move its audiences? What can the

aesthetic do that other kinds of appeals to affect cannot?

In what follows, I argue that by deploying shock, a punk feminist avant-

garde can move audiences in ways that a more straightforward rehearsal of

injustice might not. Through a phenomenological-formalist approach to

Acker and Hanna, I also demonstrate that the conversions instantiated by

these avant-garde representations of sexual violence emphasize affect’s cen-

tral role in questions of sexual consent. By complicating readers’ consent to

an experience of represented violence, Acker and Hanna also expose the lim-

itations of consent in accounting for the circulation of affect, power, and

violation in sexual relationships.

Can readers consent?

In Blood and Guts in High School, Acker reworks such hallmarks of the

avant-garde as Antonin Artaud’s concept of cruelty toward audiences.
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Cruelty, for Artaud, connotes an art that assaults audiences with the rad-

ically unfamiliar in order to engage their bodies in the experience of art.

It is designed to affect audience members more deeply than realism and

to render them powerless in the face of art (Nelson 2011). By manipulat-

ing physiological responses, the theater of cruelty sought to take audiences

outside of themselves. Moreover, the theater of cruelty can “[furnish] the

spectator with the truthful precipitates of dreams, in which his taste for

crime, his erotic obsessions, his savagery, his chimeras, his utopian sense

of life and matter, even his cannibalism, pour out, on a level not counter-

feit and illusory, but interior” (Artaud 1958, 92). Although Artaud’s use

of force in his performances was designed to shock audiences out of com-

placency and subject them to overwhelming sensation that would shut

down language-based critical engagement, his description of cruelty’s other

edge points toward the feminist uses of shock exemplified by Acker. Even

when it is imagined as a breakdown of comprehension, a numbing of the

senses, or a repulsed sense of horror, avant-garde shock has the ability to

incite certain kinds of understanding and connectedness, if only between

viewers and their subconscious selves.

Acker deploys shock by rendering violence in antirealist narrative form

and by relentlessly breaking taboos. Freely plagiarizing, riffing on William

Burroughs’s “cut up” technique, peppering the novel with sexually explicit

drawings, and employing a narrative mode she called “stupid writing,” she

experiments with form in order to defamiliarize violence itself.2 The con-

tent of Blood and Guts is just as shocking as its form. The novel follows ten-

year-old Janey through the final four years of her life. She lives—and sleeps—
with her father in Merida, Mexico, but leaves him early on to move to New

York City. Her father has become interested in another woman, and Janey

reacts to this more like a scorned lover than a traumatized child. In New

York, she works briefly at a bakery, has two abortions, and joins a street gang

called the Scorpions. After surviving a car accident in which her fellow gang

members are killed, Janey moves to the slums of New York, where she is

eventually abducted by thieves, who sell her to a Persian slave trader. The

slave trader, Mr. Linker, trains her to be a prostitute but releases her when

he realizes she has cancer. Janey considers suicide but determines that her

cancer will kill her eventually anyway, so she travels illegally to Tangier, where

she meets Jean Genet. Janey and Genet travel together through North Africa.

Janey tells Genet about her life in the United States, which readers suddenly

realize has involved a sadomasochistic relationship with President Jimmy Car-

ter. In Alexandria, Janey steals from Genet and is thrown in jail, where Genet

soon joins her. Soon after their release, Janey dies.

2 See Peters (1992), Clune (2004), Henke (2008), Sweet (2009), and Muth (2011).
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Yet the novel continues for twenty-five more pages, which chronicle a

journey into the tomb of Catullus to search for an ancient book. Instead

of the conventional typeface that comprises most of the novel, the words

in this section are interspersed with pictograms, illustrations, and maps.

Aligned with authors including Artaud, Burroughs, Genet, and Georges

Bataille, Blood and Guts is also heavily plagiarized (Acker 1991, 92). Acker

described her writing style as “piracy” (Sweet 2009, 23); she would pur-

posely steal with little regard for hiding her thievery. It would seem as

though her extralegal warfare is waged mainly against source texts, literary

conventions, and language itself, yet such an attack extends to readers as

well. Acker’s drawings, for instance, leap into a reader’s field of vision as

she turns the page, breaking novelistic convention. Imagine reading the

novel in a coffee shop, feeling marked by the book in your hand, which is

open to a full-page spread of a hand-drawn vagina captioned, “My cunt

red ugh” (Acker 1978, 19). Rendered in close-up, the image suggests in-

timacy and exposure. While the drawing doesn’t depict a violent act, it fore-

grounds violence in other ways: first, by echoing what many would call the

symbolic violence of pornography and, second, by transgressing literary

norms to shape the phenomenological experience of readers. The novel,

as if wearing a trench coat with nothing underneath, shows us something

shocking, which we cannot unsee.

Acker’s representations of shocking violence undermine readers’ sense

that they are in control of their own reading experience, raising key issues

about the significance of consent in literature and in life. Consent comes

into question in nearly every part of the novel, but it is crystallized in an

early image of a headless, naked woman, bound by her hands and feet. This

image, which appears in the novel as a line drawing interjected into the

narrative and is captioned “Ode to a Grecian Urn” (1978, 63), hints at an

ambiguously violent encounter. This is particularly so since it is impossible

for viewers to tell whether the drawing artistically erases the woman’s head

or whether it depicts a decapitated woman. Clearly, a picture of a naked,

boundwoman suggests some kind of violence: the first conclusion to which

we might leap is that the woman has not consented to this experience, that

she has been captured and abused. Yet without any hints from the proxi-

mate narrative action or the title of the drawing, one cannot be sure that this

is the case. Perhaps readers are witnessing a consensual, pleasurable sado-

masochistic scene. Perhaps what is being represented by the drawing is less

important than its relationship to the title: the victim of violence here is John

Keats’s poem, which has been remade, slandered, or critiqued by its as-

sociation with this drawing. Readers might be less shocked by the image it-

self than by what it says about “Ode on a Grecian Urn” or romantic poetry

more generally. The drawing shocks partly because it departs from literary
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convention but also through the immediate impact of visual representa-

tion. Readers won’t have time to shut the cover and put the book away be-

fore they have seen this image, and if it shocks them, they won’t have had

the chance to decide whether to subject themselves to such a shock. Evoc-

ative of Artaud’s theater of cruelty, the novel uses images, nonlinear nar-

rative, and scenes of shocking violence to “[violate] the implicit contract

between author and reader that forms the basis of the novel as a genre”

(Culler 1975, 262). Acker’s writing aims to confront readers aggressively,

to make reading itself a violent, risky interaction. Her transgression of cul-

tural taboos ensures readers’ visceral responses.

Acker’s involvement in sadomasochism provides a context for her treat-

ment of consent as well as her relationship to the sex wars. AlongwithGayle

Rubin, Acker was briefly a member of the lesbian sadomasochism orga-

nization Samois (Clune 2004). For feminists, sadomasochism has been un-

derstood as either a troubling symptom of gender oppression or a play-

ful reappropriation of female submissiveness (Felski 2005, 127). For Acker,

however, sadomasochism stems from an approach to subjectivity that imag-

ines it as always already fragmented and traumatized; instead of shattering

the self, sadomasochism psychically reorganizes a self that is grounded in

sexual trauma (Freeman 2010, 142). Michel Foucault would reject out

of hand the notion that sadomasochism is a straightforward symptom of

sexual trauma. Instead, it is a socially contingent formation—a creation of

sexuality rather than an expression of anything inherent (Foucault 1997,

165). It is also, as Gilles Deleuze claims, a dynamic of sexual pleasure that

is “structured around the logic of the contract” (Felski 2005, 134). Maso-

chism’s contractual nature relies, of course, on consent—contracts both

express the consent of involved parties and performatively create those par-

ties and their ability to consent.

Such a sadomasochistic approach to sexuality manifests in Janey’s re-

lationship to sex. Riffing on Genet’s Thief’s Journal, she claims: “I want

the textures of your lives, the complexities set up by betrayals and danger—
I like men who hurt me because I don’t always see myself, I have my ego-

tism cut up. I love this: I love to be beaten up and hurt and taken on a joy

ride. This SEX—what I call SEX—guides my life” (Acker 1978, 129). By

raising the issue of love and desire in considerations of sexual violence, Acker

situates Janey in a tension that has been central to feminist debates: on the

one hand, the concept of personal autonomy protects the choice of women

to engage in violent encounters; on the other hand, the notion of perfor-

mativity and cultural contingency suggests limits on subjects’ ability to self-

determine or have anything like true autonomy. Janey’s masochistic rela-

tionships with other characters raise questions about which subjects can
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consent, and who decides whether their consent is valid, while Acker’s ag-

gressive form suggests that representations have the power to violate as

well.

Although Acker’s approach to sexuality contrasts sharply with the an-

tipornography feminist ethos, her approach to consent, I argue, wrestles

with the same impasse that Catharine MacKinnon highlights when she

rejects the notion that consent is fully available to women as free and equal

subjects (1989, 175). Antipornography activist Diana Russell offers an

illustrative example of the movement’s treatment of consent vis-à-vis rep-

resentations of suffering. She writes, “In another movie I saw, boiling

candle wax was dripped onto a bound woman’s breasts. Had she consented

beforehand? Even if she had, this is a violent act” (Russell and Griffin 1977,

12). Russell suggests that in the face of violence, consent doesn’t matter,

that the violence inflicted on a body is how we should determine the con-

sent of the subject inhabiting that body. And if we don’t like the kind

of violence inflicted, then her consent is impossible. While this strain of

thought may be partly informed by a disgust at sex in general (Kipnis 1999,

140), it also emerges out of a sense that both nonviolent sex and the fully

consenting subject are myths. Yet while this awareness leads antipornography

feminists to reject sadomasochism and, crucially, representations of violent

sex, Acker draws the opposite conclusion.

Continuing her critique, Russell suggests that naiveté, ignorance, or

false consciousness must have informed this consent, and thus, her consent

is no consent at all: “even where models have consented to participate,

they don’t necessarily know what they’re in for, and often they are in no

position to maintain control” (Russell and Griffin 1977, 13). As Rubin

explains, “the image’s content, and Russell’s own revulsion, substitute for

evidence that anyone was actually tricked, abused, or coerced in the mak-

ing of the film” (2010, 29)—the images of violation ostensibly speak for

themselves. Acker’s redeployment in Blood and Guts, however, emphasizes

the inherent complexity of representation, image, and reception. Acker

deploys transgressive violence to destabilize the systems of meaning that

the antiporn movement took to be self-evident. Through a pornographic

aesthetic that explores transgression and taboo via strategies such as non-

linear narrative, collage, drawing, and “stupid writing,” Acker defamiliarizes

the sign systems of pornography and sadomasochism and redirects readers’

attention toward the affective circuits such representations of violence can

provoke.

The feminist avant-garde texts I am analyzing offer a complicating al-

ternative picture of representations of violence and consent. Thus, Acker

looks to masochism as the most open or free mode of experiencing vio-
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lence.3 Acker’s treatment of masochism asks: in the context of a violently

unjust society whose cultural production so often validates or reproduces

hierarchy, what space does an artist have to temporarily inhabit or even

reclaim a position of powerlessness or abjection? While the novel may in-

dict heteronormative patriarchy for the symbolic and structural violence it

commits against women, it also undeniably explores the pleasures mas-

ochism has to offer. An important effect of Acker’s “stupid” representation

of Janey’s masochistic experiences is their erasure of either her explicit con-

sent or her explicit rejection of the abuse she experiences. While many critics

(Redding 1994; Henke 2008; Zaikowski 2010) have claimed that Acker puts

her depictions of female masochism to work critiquing patriarchy, such an

argument overlooks the various and unpredictable ways the novel’s violent

scenes can be read.

Acker’s fragmentary, piratical, “stupid” style subjects readers to textual

violence that they may not be able to consent to experiencing. The novel

thus raises questions about the relationship between violence and consent

inside and outside the text. While fourteen-year-old Janey is living in

Tangier with Jean Genet, she begins to describe life in the United States by

talking about President Carter. As people will do in dreams, President

Carter soonmaterializes in Tangier, and he and Janey begin a violent affair.

Of their relationship, she writes in her diary, “I didn’t want to fall in love

with him because I didn’t want to put something in my life, but he was

screwing me so GOOD and beating me up that I knew I was going to fall

in love with him” (Acker 1978, 122–23). Critics have argued that this mas-

ochistic relationship is one of many that illustrate the extent of Janey’s psy-

chological trauma: she falls in love with abusers, over and over again, illus-

trating deep pain caused by her incestuous relationship with her father

(Henke 2008; Zaikowski 2010). However, the passage also seems to elicit

multiple, and very different, responses. A reader could easily laugh or feel

assaulted by the passage’s surprising alignment of violence and love, be

caught off guard by a stirring of erotic desire in response to an image of

violent sex, or become bored by the flat tone and lack of psychological depth

that characterizes the passage. As Janey claims later, “One of the most de-

structive forces in the world is love” (Acker 1978, 124). She makes a valid

if surprising point: love and desire are not universally characterized by hap-

piness or pleasure. In feeling, then, there are significant overlaps between

pleasure and danger, (cruel) sadism and (redemptive) masochism, and con-

sent and nonconsent. The representations of sadomasochistic desire and

3 See Brown (1991), Redding (1994), Floyd (1997), and Henke (2008).
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compromised consent are best understood in light of another contested re-

lationship: that between the reader and the text.

Before Janey begins her masochistic relationship with President Carter,

readers enter into a violent relationship with his representation in the

novel.4 An excerpt from her diary is as follows: “We’re sitting in the Café

el Menara and I tell Genet some of the things that happened in my last

weeks in New York City: President Carter is the pillar of American society.

He’s almost fifty-three years old. WORNOUT byDECAying practices, he

looks like a SKELETON. He’s HAIRY as a RAT, flat-backed, his ASS

looks like TWO DIRTY RAGS FLAPPING OVER A PISS-STAINED

WALL. Because he gets whipped so much the SKIN of his ASS is DEAD

and you can KNEAD it and SLICE it” (Acker 1978, 119). This description

continues, getting more and more graphic as the reader’s eye moves down

the page. In the moment of reading, I would argue, consent is continually

renegotiated: there is a strange experience of being at once in control of

the text and assaulted by it. A reader can close the book, of course, but by

the time she does so, she has already crossed the threshold of what she can

tolerate. She might be toughing out a gruesome read, assuming the re-

pulsive descriptions will abate. She might be curious to find out what hap-

pens, and thus tolerates the sense of violation she feels as she reads horri-

fying words. As one reads the passage describing President Carter, one is

subjected to increasingly repulsive imagery that paints a vivid picture of a

mutilated, decaying body. This could be an indictment of “the duplicitous

use of first world power . . . viewed through the backdrop of Iranian

oppression and the Carter presidency” (Milletti 2004, 357), but the novel

conveys its critique by way of a distracting and bizarre violence. Acker

refuses to locate this violence in a logic of narrative payoff or ideological

critique, provoking shock and disgust through a depiction of violence that

is excessive and pointless—stupid, even.

The description of President Carter exemplifies the novel’s fraught rep-

resentation of consent: as withdrawn consent, insufficient consent, and

masochistic desire. President Carter plays a more extreme version of the

role Janey’s father occupies at the beginning of the novel: a “boyfriend,

brother, sister, money, amusement, and father” (Acker 1978, 7) who

abuses and neglects Janey. If readers strive to see the novel in terms of its

connection to the real world, they are likely to be appalled at the incestuous

relationship between ten-year-old Janey and her father. Yet Acker’s dic-

tion and narrative fragmentation collapse the distinction between an in-

4 At the time of the novel’s publication, Jimmy Carter had been president for roughly one

year.
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cestuous relationship (which would also be considered statutory rape) and

a consenting one. Indeed, Acker used similar language to describe her lover

Alan Sondheim in an art project they created together, Blue Tape: “I know

who Alan is: Alan is my father. He’d better be my perfect father take care

of me but not restrain me doing anything I want” (in Kraus 2014). The

dialogue between Acker and Sondheim anticipates the masochistic con-

versations between Janey and her father, President Carter, and Jean Genet

and indicates more than Acker’s idiosyncratic language: it demonstrates the

imbrication of power and desire embedded in erotic relationships, both con-

senting and violent. Indeed, the association Acker makes between an inces-

tuous relationship and a consenting, adult love affair points to the ways in

which desire and pain can arise in each and the limited ways in which consent

can disambiguate the safety and violence of either.

The visceral effects of this scene enable affective experiences that en-

courage readers to see the limitations of consent by experiencing a viola-

tion of consent in the reader-text relationship. By subjecting herself to the

shocking violence of Blood and Guts, a reader, in effect, undergoes a com-

promised form of consent in a manner that approximates, to a small de-

gree, the affective texture of violence itself. Reading Blood and Guts fore-

grounds the bodily experience of violence. As Judith Butler reminds us,

“the body implies mortality, vulnerability, agency: the skin and the flesh

expose us to the gaze of others, but also to touch, and to violence, and bod-

ies put us at risk of becoming the agency and instrument of all these as

well” (2004, 26). When readers open the pages of Blood and Guts in High

School, they thus negotiate a tenuous agreement to give themselves over to

a masochistic relationship with the text, consenting to the possibility of be-

ing shocked by the novel’s gruesome violence and risking the possibility of

recognition in what are, after all, depressingly frequent forms of misogyny.5

They agree to something they might not desire, opening themselves to the

possibility of reading a depiction of violation that they cannot unthink, that

can, in its own way, be violating. Readers also open themselves up to the

possibility of gaining discomfiting self-knowledge, learning, perhaps, that

they have the capacity to laugh at violation or be bored by it. Like shock,

boredom also “ask[s] us to ask what ways of responding our culture makes

available to us, and under what conditions” and “prompt[s] us to look for

new strategies of affective engagement and to extend the circumstances un-

der which engagement becomes possible” (Ngai 2006, 262).

While in principle one can set a book down at any time, the compulsions

of narrative often pull readers across pages that make them wince, tie their

5 Jordana Greenblatt (2008) has elaborated a theory of masochism between texts and

readers that is instructive here.
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stomachs in knots, and call up their bile. Karin Littau reminds us that books

are physical objects that engage readers’ bodies, sensations, and affective

responses. Pointing out a tendency in critical theory to imagine reading as

purely cognitive that dates at least since William Kurtz Wimsatt and Mon-

roe Beardsley decried the affective fallacy, Littau points out that “reading

is historically variable and physically conditioned” (2006, 2). Feminist crit-

ics, of course, have often been the exception to the “mentalist” tendency in

critical theory and have foregrounded the materiality of the reading body.

Adding to Littau’s insights, we might think of Acker and Hanna’s feminist

aesthetic of shock as of a piece with feminist theory’s interest, particularly in

the 1970s and 1980s, in embodiment and materiality. Janey’s masochistic

relationships with many characters in the novel are analogous to readers’

compromised consenting relationship to the novel’s textual aggressions.

To read Blood and Guts in High School, I would argue, is to consent to vio-

lence under duress.

While Rita Felski suggests that literary shock is experienced less as a

“real or imagined threat to our safety” than an “affront to our moral or

aesthetic sensibilities” (2010, 113), the emotional experience of shock-

ing literature inevitably retains an embodied, visceral element. Violent lit-

erature might be shocking insofar as its content offends or surprises, but

the phenomenological experience of shock is one that heightens readers’

bodily engagement with a text—it can make readers look away or close their

book; it can make them wince or widen their eyes. Indeed, when compared

with visual art or film, literature can extend the experience of shock: while

I ammaking a split-second decision about when to turn my eyes away from

a scene of torture in a Michael Haneke film, the mode by which language

mediates violence protracts my engagement with it, as I more slowly de-

cide when I’ve reached the limit of the violence I can stand. Blood and Guts

is a haptic text, one that returns readers to the felt experience of shock and

the physiological aspects of aesthetic engagement. Its haptic nature also

illuminates the ways in which literary consent is inevitably concerned with

violence to the body. Through collage, perverse language, and its “stupid”

tone, Blood and Guts works like an affective tripwire to provoke a number

of possible forms of shock, some of which can draw a reader further toward

the text, rather than push her away.

Riot grrrls as readers

In addition to exploring the relationship between literary form and the

phenomenology of affect, however, it is crucial to consider the impact of

Acker’s work on real readers and what their responses can tell us about the

affective afterlives of avant-garde works. In particular, I am interested in the
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influence of Acker on Kathleen Hanna’s riot grrrl writing and the way that

influence manifested through sensations including shock and recognition.

Hanna is perhaps the most famous of the early generation riot grrrls who

came together around 1989 at Evergreen State College in Olympia, Wash-

ington. Following the impulse of Lisa Darms, whose 2013 Riot Grrrl Col-

lection insists that riot grrrl is more than just one manifestation of zine cul-

ture but is instead a complexly theorized artistic movement, I align Hanna

with Acker in a late twentieth-century avant-garde formation.

Hanna was deeply influenced by Acker and credits Acker with inspiring

her to write music. In Girls to the Front, Sara Marcus’s cultural history of

riot grrrl, Hanna discusses her experience of reading Blood and Guts for the

first time, saying: “I was just writing all this crazy shit and I thought I was

totally insane. . . . And I got Blood and Guts in High School from one of my

photo teachers, and I totally felt like, Oh, I’m not crazy! It was such a con-

fidence builder for me. I wasn’t even sure what kind of artist I was going to

be, like if I was a writer or a photographer or what. But it made me feel like

these other women had done this amazing shit and I could too” (in Marcus

2010, 32). Hanna describes a sense of recognition, specifically along the lines

of being “crazy” and “insane.” A tic of contemporary speech, these refer-

ences to mental illness nevertheless point toward the way Blood and Guts

approaches narrative, sexual violence, and the lived experience of being a

young woman at a certain moment in US history. Through an aesthetic mode

that would be seen through a more normative lens as “insane,” Blood and

Guts depicts the conflicting, surprising, or incoherent ways an individual

might respond to violence. In doing so, the novel also took Hanna out of

isolation and pointed her toward a model for feminist art making.

Acker was a literal influence on Hanna, but this lineage also points to-

ward more general thematic and formal linkages between Acker’s punk fem-

inism of the 1970s and riot grrrl aesthetics of the 1990s. In 1974, four years

before the publication of Blood and Guts, Acker was performing in the un-

derground poetry scene in New York and publishing her work as the Black

Tarantula. Combining her own writing with the appropriated work of other

authors, she mimeographed documents and circulated them through a sub-

scription service to interested readers (Stosuy 2006, 26). Her method of dis-

persal anticipates modes of zine production and circulation. Acker’s influence

is most explicit in Hanna’s 1992 zine, The Most Beautiful Girl Is a Dead Girl.6

Like Acker, Hanna writes sexual violence in ways that make violation ex-

6 Kathleen Hanna, The Most Beautiful Girl Is a Dead Girl (1992), box 11, folder 1, ms.

271, Kathleen Hanna Papers, Fales Library and Special Collections, New York University

Libraries.
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plicit while also modulating emotion. The Most Beautiful Girl follows the

teenage years of a female narrator who undergoes a series of violent en-

counters, much as Janey does. A visit to the pawnshop to pawn hermother’s

engagement ring, for example, results in the narrator performing a strip-

tease for the owner, Leon, in order to get more money for the ring. As the

narrator describes the situation slowly escalating toward a possible rape, she

leaves readers in anticipation of the violence about to take place, abruptly

ending the passage with Leon “still probing through the darkness for my

cunt.”7 Flattening any description of affect, Hanna echoes Acker’s “stu-

pid” writing style and encourages readers to become increasingly captivated

by the scene of potential rape. Depicted as a commercial exchange and a quo-

tidian form of danger, this rape scene also elides direct depiction in order to

modulate shock. After an interlude that describes the narrator’s love for two

different boys and a girl and articulates her feelings through sadomasochis-

tic imagery (“mace and bullwhip”), readers return to the pawnshop scene,

where the narrator hits Leon “hard, clean, in the back of the head” and

“[knees] him in the balls.”8 What might have been a scene of horrified, sick-

ened shock is one more likely to provoke righteous surprise.

After this reversal of the violent scene, the narrator writes: “Burn me

and thats the truth. Burn me with wax and silent blunders and steps that’r

so invisible you don’t even know you’re taking them. Burn me till it hurts

real bad and your all soft and sorry and looking at me in a real sad sad sorry

sort of way. This is what makes you die, and i love, well, i live to watch you

die.”9 Echoing Janey’s masochistic desire (and, coincidentally, the sado-

masochistic act of being burned with hot wax that so shocks and outrages

Russell), the narrator imbricates pleasure and danger, provoking complex

affective responses. Hanna’s refusal of grammatical conventions, her run-

on sentences, and her repetition of the phrase “burn me” suggest an out-

of-control plea. Her refusal to capitalize “I” further emphasizes her nar-

rator’s stance of self-abnegation, and the consonance of “love” and “live”

suggests not only that the narrator gains power and pleasure in this mas-

ochistic relationship but also that her feelings of love are fundamentally

shaped by the masochistic dynamic.

Reading experiences characterized by desire and attachment may also

be masochistic. The zine form actually emphasizes this aspect of textual

masochism; as Johanna Fateman observes, the stance of fandom is one of

debasement. Fateman begins her (1997) zine, Artaud-Mania, by profes-

7 Ibid., 33.
8 Ibid., 34.
9 Ibid.
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sing, “Dear Diary, I am writing to you because confessional writing is the

self-effacing form most suited to the abject position of the fan” (333). Di-

rectly influenced by Hanna’s 1993 zine My Life with Evan Dando, Popstar,

Artaud-Mania offered an ironic exploration of Fateman’s love for Antonin

Artaud and a way for her to respond to the frustrations of her art-school

classes (O’Neill 2011).10 Although she was reflecting with some critical dis-

tance on earlier riot grrrl writing, Fateman also made use of the confessional

mode and its abject and bathetic connotations to explore the ways in which

masochism and negative affect are in play in fandom, that relationship so

bound up in desire and power.

Hanna’s contradictory, aesthetically aggressive style extends from the

pages of the zine to her music with the band Bikini Kill. Characteristic of

riot grrrl punk music, Bikini Kill’s sound is marked by simple chord pro-

gressions, fast pace, and loud, scream-like lyrics hurled at listeners. In “Li’l

Red,”Hanna sings, “these aremy ruby-red lips, the better to suck you dry /

these are my ruby-red nails, the better to scratch out your eyes” (Bikini Kill

1992). The lyrics epitomize riot grrrl’s imbrication of sexual desire and

violence and, in doing so, ambiguously point toward other unspoken vi-

olences that shape the circumstances for the lyrics’ response. Through the

parallelism of “ruby-red,” the lyrics link the self-abnegating position of a

woman fellating a man to the violent desire to scratch out his eyes. Hanna

lingers over the “ruby-red” moments in the song, stretching the vowels

and leaning into a deeper pitch. Her voice drops deeper when she sings

“suck you dry,” and she imbues the line with both anger and desire. When

she sings “scratch out your eyes,” however, she screeches the lyrics so

quickly that they are difficult to understand on the first listen. She follows

the line with a series of screams reminiscent of exaggerated vomiting.While

the song’s style emerges out of the punk scene and would be familiar to

punk fans, its aggressive tone and refusal to followmainstream conceptions

of melody and tonality mark it as an avant-garde assault on norms of taste

and aesthetic pleasure.

Yet, of course, “Li’l Red” and other riot grrrl songs provoked a great

deal of aesthetic pleasure when they were played in clubs and basements in

Olympia, New York, Washington, DC, and elsewhere. And when young

fans attended those shows, they often experienced such pleasure via mosh-

ing, which put fans not only close to the performers onstage but also in a

position of bodily vulnerability to the violent dancing and aggressive phys-

10 Kathleen Hanna,My Life With Evan Dando, Popstar (1993), box 11, folder 8, ms. 271,

KathleenHanna Papers, Fales Library and Special Collections, New YorkUniversity Libraries.

Reprinted in Darms (2013), 199–238.
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icality of the crowd. Zines covered strategies for safety in the mosh pit

(Darms 2013, 170), helping girls understand how to protect their bodies

by following the flow of the crowd and giving themselves over to unpre-

dictability. Armed with these strategies, girls could jump, slam, scream, and

feel an exciting kind of risk and vulnerability while also protecting them-

selves from other kinds of unwanted harm. The inclusion of safety strategies

demonstrates one of the central, if underexplored, tenets of the riot grrrl

ethos: there is strength to be gained when one makes oneself physically and

emotionally vulnerable to the violence in the world. The mosh pit high-

lights the complicated nature of harm and safety: violence is unwanted

and should be avoided, but the attempt to avoid violence enacts another

kind of danger, violation, and loss. Risk and even violation are a part of

living, and a life spent avoiding violation poses another kind of danger.

More than that, the social forces that would protect girls from any pos-

sibility of risk or violation—the heteronormative family, the politics of re-

spectability, sexual prudishness, the law—are the same ones that enable

and often perpetrate violence against girls.

In their focus on quotidian sites of violence such as school, home, and

punk show, riot grrrl zines gave voice to experiences of violation that were

often invisible in mainstream culture. Girls experienced recognition and at-

tachment in response to Hanna’s work, but they often expressed such feel-

ingsby, for example, crying atBikiniKill concerts (Hanna2013a).Thewide-

ranging forms of feminist shock that characterized Hanna’s writing and

music grew out of tensions she saw between punk aesthetics and feminist

art. Like earlier avant-garde formations, riot grrrl explored taboo themes

in order to enact a form of aggression against audiences, but such aggres-

sion also provoked experiences of recognition, joy, and mobilizing anger.

By playfully reappropriating quotidian forms of violence, riot grrrl artists

imagined alternative ways of engaging with the world. An anonymous writer,

for example, wrote of her anger about rape on her campus, the school’s

mishandling of it, and “how shitty it is to live in fear.” In response, her riot

grrrl group “made up a secret plan and carried it out that night. we laughed

and held hands and ran around in the dark andwe were the ones you should

be looking out for. in a girl gang i am the nite and i feel i can’t be raped and

i feel so fuckin’ free” (in Darms 2013, 186). Here, the response to a culture

of sexual violence is not in terms of a legal definition of consent but rather

in terms of imaginative play, appropriation of “dangerous” space, and com-

munal good feeling.11 As an alternative to a legal discourse of consent, riot

11 Hanna herself has emphasized the pleasure in danger that riot grrrl culture enabled. Of

performing at punk shows, she says: “I felt that in Bikini Kill—we walked into these spaces
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grrrl gave girls a model for articulating affect that imagined alternatives to

the “good” victim and the traumatized survivor.

Love as violence

For many riot grrrls, however, feelings of recognition and love might be

better characterized as misrecognition. What many nonwhite and poor

girls recognized in the subculture was a familiar dynamic of exclusion, ig-

norance, or appropriation in the guise of empathy. As scholars of riot grrrl,

particularly Mimi Thi Nguyen (2012), have demonstrated, the historio-

graphical narrative about riot grrrl has often erased nonwhite girls’ expe-

rience, both as central participants in the subculture and as excluded from

many of the calls for sisterly solidarity. Nguyen outlines the way a rhetorical

gesture of calling out privilege became a prominent feature of zine culture,

and, invoking Sara Ahmed (2005), she argues that such a gesture functions

as a kind of absolution from privilege—if I recognize it, I erase it. This

rhetorical move also relied on declarations of intimacy that subsumed the

embodied and emotional experiences of nonwhite “others” for a com-

munity that nevertheless remained fairly exclusive (Nguyen 2012, 179–
82). Hanna herself has often come under critique for her insufficient at-

tempts to address racial inequality in riot grrrl communities (Dawes 2013).

Of the limitations of riot grrrl community, one contributor to the Riot

Grrrl Census writes: “I admire the Riot Grrrl movement, but sometimes

Riot Grrrl hurts. . . . It hurts to know to[o] that there were women of color

during the Riot Grrrl movement that felt marginalized and stifled by the

lack of discussion concerning the ways racism and classism affected wom-

en’s lives.”12 The pain of engaging with what “hurts” in riot grrrl, and the

possibility of disidentifying with riot grrrl (Muñoz 1999), indicates some

failures of riot grrrl, but it is also a generative discursive formation, one that’s

grounded in negative affect, one that risks reinforcing the very social hierar-

chies its participants seek to dismantle. Like shock, disgust, and anger, these

12 See “Getting Real about Intersectionality” at http://riotgrrrlcensus.tumblr.com/post

/101474972814/getting-real-about-intersectionality.

that were so male, and where the promoters treated us like garbage and a lot of the audience

treated us like garbage, but the girls took over, and all of a sudden this really horrible male space

became a place where women were welcome. To watch a room change like that, and to still

have the fear that those front two rows of girls were going to get the shit kicked out of them,

or that we were going to get the shit kicked out of us, but then seeing the solidarity of the girls

in the front row singing the lyrics—I do miss that excitement and fear, that feeling that

anything could happen” (Hanna 2013b).
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negative affects can be politically mobilizing or, as Sianne Ngai (2006) has

shown, can articulate political ambivalence and impasse.

Ambivalence is worth articulating simply because people feel it, but it can

also mobilize new structures of feeling and modes of artistic and political ex-

pression. One of Nguyen’s key insights is to reframe antiracist critiques of

riot grrrl as central to the formation, not antagonistic or anterior to it. In-

terwoven with self-reflexive critique is a shock aesthetic that posits new ways

of theorizing and responding to sexual violence, ones that rely on girlhood

as a category that complicates consent. As Lauren Berlant has demonstrated,

antipornography legislation in the 1980s “helped to consolidate an image of

the citizen as a minor, female, youthful victim who requires civil protection

by the state whose adult citizens, especially adult men, seem mobilized by a

sex- and capital-driven compulsion to foul their ownnational culture” (1997,

67). If antipornography legislation thus aligned the subject with the figure

of the girl, whose ability to consent is highly contingent and proscribed, then

it is no wonder that Acker’s andHanna’s avant-garde approach to sexual vio-

lence centers on girlhood. In their work, girlhood is an identity formation

that complicates clear-cut frameworks of consent by destabilizing the notion

of a subject who is able to give consent. As a liminal space in which sexual-

ity, agency, and desire are fraught, girlhood challenges the notion that con-

sent can fully resolve questions of sexual violation.

In contrast to the antipornography ethos that shaped the socially legible

responses women might have to sexual violation, shock offers an aesthetic

strategy that embraces the affective power of texts over readers and of

images over viewers. Berlant points to this textual aggression as a key to

understanding the sex wars. Many critics believe that “texts are muscular

active persons in some sense of the legal fiction that makes corporations

into persons: texts can and do impose their will on consumers, innocent or

consenting” (1997, 67). This belief fuels MacKinnon and Dworkin’s

assertion that, even if one leaves aside its conditions of production, por-

nography commits violence against women. Acker and Hanna, however,

seem to welcome and encourage a text’s ability to aggress against uncon-

senting readers. As riot grrrl’s relationship to Blood and Guts shows, read-

ers might welcome the power of texts to act on them.

Berlant concludes her discussion of MacKinnon and Dworkin with a

lament for a “feminist or materialist visionary politics Dworkin might have

espoused” in this cultural moment. Such a politics “would continue to

imagine a female body as a citizen’s body that remains vulnerable because

[it is] public and alive, engaged in the ongoing struggles of making his-

tory” (Berlant 1997, 71). Hanna’s work answers Berlant’s hope and offers

an aesthetic, affective alternative to a sex-negative feminism that was sym-
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bolized by MacKinnon and Dworkin and written into the legal framing of

sexual violence. The self-abnegating authorial position, confessional mode,

and explicit depictions of violence in Hanna’s work all figure girlhood as a

vulnerable, public, and alive identity. Clearly Acker’s work is conversant with

the pornographic—with her line drawings of erect penises and exposed puss-

ies, her appropriation of the “fuck me, daddy” language of porn—but the

shadow of porn also, I contend, falls over riot grrrl zinemaking.13 In her

zines and music, Hanna manipulates pornographic tropes and depictions of

potential violence in order to explore the emotional complexity that Mac-

Kinnon and Dworkin’s vision of female desire and oppression cannot ac-

commodate.

Riot grrrl demonstrates the way an avant-garde primarily interested in

categories like gender and girlhood, and reacting to a world structured

through sexual violence, deploys shock to forge connections that not only

provoke intense affect but also unfold through time. Arguing that zines

have “afterlives,” or lasting impacts on networks of individuals and their

participation in more extended social and cultural movements, literary the-

orist Janice Radway (2011) encourages us to rethink our understanding

of time in relation to avant-garde movements. While we might assume that

time washes away the sting of shock that avant-gardes require to forge

ahead, Radway offers us a different vision of shock’s reverberating effects.

Academic treatment of zines and zine culture, for example, including library

collections as well as articles and books, indicates not a deflation of the

political possibility for zine culture but “a political intervention, an effort to

import zines into new social and institutional venues, to extend their lives

and augment their rhetorical effects, to garner for them a new, perhaps

larger audience capable of extending and building on their radical claims”

(145). They have had the radical effect, Radway claims, of “interject[ing]

the voices and works of adolescents into the legitimated precincts of knowl-

edge production” (145). Thus, not only does feminist shock sustain a kind

of power over long periods of time, its political efficacy is dependent on a

relationship to academic institutions. For Acker andHanna, shock can hail as

easily as it can alienate, and shock helps to proliferate subcultural communi-

ties rather than functioning as a gatekeeper for exclusive avant-garde coteries.

Most important, shock can become an affective space for experiencing the

13 Hanna’s experience as a stripper has also influenced her approach to sex work and

feminism. Lamenting the ways sex work became “eroticized” and “exoticized” in the wake of

third-wave feminism, she has insisted that stripping was an unpleasant necessity for her, not

a feminist statement (Brockes 2014). For an incisive argument about the valuable insight sex

workers would bring to contemporary debates about “enthusiastic consent,” see Shane (2013).
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trauma, joy, mourning, anger, desire, or boredom that sexual violence can

elicit.

Conclusion

The feminist aesthetics of shock practiced by Acker and Hanna can point

the way toward a renewed understanding of affect and feminist aesthetics

in the current moment. To the formation of pleasure and danger I add shock

and consent, arguing that feminist avant-garde aesthetics were exploring the

pleasure of represented danger via the deployment of shock. By assaulting

readers with representations of violence, shock prompted feminist readers

to reflect on the complex nature of consent and subsequently to think and

feel the violation of shock alongside pleasure, absorption, and recognition.

For this feminist avant-garde, an aesthetics of shock enables a complex affec-

tive response in which girls and women are able to be bad victims, to reflect

on vulnerability and violation from multiple angles, and to “recognize em-

pathy and vulnerability as positive forms of strength” (Darms 2013, 168).14

Acker and Hanna’s aesthetic of shock, and the contradictory affects it

provokes, reverberates in current art that addresses sexual violence. Emma

Sulkowicz, a recent graduate of Columbia University, is an emblematic flash

point: her work, “Mattress Performance/Carry That Weight,” in which she

carried a mattress any time she was on campus for nine months, is often un-

derstood as a protest against the university’s inept handling of her own sex-

ual assault case. But as Sulkowicz herself repeatedly insists, “Mattress Perfor-

mance” is primarily art, not protest. In the tradition of Chris Burden and

Tehching Hseih, Sulkowicz has created endurance art about rape, privacy,

and consent (Van Syckle 2014). Her choice of the endurance performance

piece echoes the riot grrrl aesthetic of inhabiting pain to articulate it. Sur-

prising and disorienting, if not shocking, “Mattress Performance” is an in-

heritor of the feminist avant-garde because it manifests vulnerability and ex-

plores bad feelings. Bearing a close relationship to Tracey Emin’sMy Bed but

modifying the shock effect of that piece by erasing the signs of female em-

bodiment that are its hallmark (Mead 2015), “Mattress Performance” pairs

the disorienting surprise of inserting the mattress into unexpected places

(classrooms, libraries, graduation ceremonies) with an emphasis on pain—
the immediate physical effort of schlepping the mattress echoes the absent-

present pain of sexual violence. “Mattress Performance” also proclaims art

as an alternative space to work through issues of sexual violence. Abandon-

14 Here, Darms is quoting from an anonymous, undated flyer in the Kathleen Hanna

Papers at New York University.
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ing the legal system and the possibility of a criminal or civil case against her

alleged rapist, Sulkowicz is implicitly claiming that her art project is a more

productive or valuable way of processing her experiences than the legal sys-

tem can offer.

Perhaps art is the place for an expansive, internally contradictory, and

even incoherent affective field of responses to sexual violence. The kind of

shock articulated by Acker and Hanna complicates narratives of trauma

around sexual violence and allows for the possibility of emotional responses

that range in valence from numbed shock, to anger, to confusion, to in-

terest, even to certain kinds of pleasure. This expanded emotional vocab-

ulary may seem politically inconvenient in the fight to end sexual violence,

but contemporary feminists might look to themodel of affect articulated in

this feminist avant-garde to imagine new discursive possibilities for refusal,

failure, expression, and critique that come from a wider range of emotional

standpoints. Acknowledging the presence of vulnerability and the impos-

sibility of a safe and secure subject position might help feminists to make

better demands on the law or even to approach “the law” with skepticism,

as Acker does. Feminist avant-garde shock enables a range of affective ex-

periences and communal attachments precisely by making readers vulner-

able to art and language. Like Roland Barthes’s language that “wounds or

seduces” (1975, 38), avant-garde shock can enable love through readerly pain.

School of Literature, Media, and Communication

Georgia Institute of Technology
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